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MAYFORD VILLAGE SOCIETY 
Established 25 years representing 700 local residents  

Chairman: Mr Giles Forrest 

E-mail – giles@mayfordvs.co.uk  Website: www.mayfordvs.co.uk  
 

Planning Policy Team,  
Woking Borough Council,  
Civic Offices,  
Gloucester Square,  
Woking, Surrey, GU21 6YL                                                                                Date: 24th July 2015 
 

Dear Sirs, 

Mayford Village Society represents 700 residents of Mayford. This is our formal response on behalf of the 
Committee and Members of the Society to the Woking Council Green Belt DPD Consultation.  

Development Proposals (Sites GB8, GB9, GB10, GB11, GB14) 

Green Belt Review Justification 

We acknowledge the need for housing development within the UK and appreciate the pressures on the Council, 
however we believe that the justification for performing a Green Belt Review is significantly flawed.  

The stated reason for the review, including allocation of Green Belt sites for future development, is that the 
Council has exhausted all brownfield sites for future development. There are two reasons why the Society 
believe this not to be correct: 

1. The method in which brownfield sites are identified is not comprehensive nor complete – a directory of 
land owners is kept with periodic correspondence requesting land to be put forward, or internal staff 
identify sites and approach land owners in a haphazard manner. This method is prone to error with 
suitable land being omitted and development opportunities overlooked. This point is proven by the fact 
that as part of the Consultation process the Council is requesting residents or residents associations to 
identify suitable land for development on their behalf. There is again clearly no structured method in this 
approach and there has been no analysis undertaken to ensure that all of the potential brownfield sites 
have been identified.  

2. The DPD covers land to be developed up to 2027 and also safeguarding sites for development from 
2027-2040, however only brownfield land that is available for development now (2015) has been 
considered. WBC Head of Planning and Policy has confirmed however that brownfield sites will become 
available in the future due to the “natural lifecycle of the land”, i.e. aged developments will require 
regeneration or commercial developments will change use which may mean that planned development 
may occur later. The DPD plans are forecasting the future demand for housing however it does not 
factor in the future supply. There has been no analysis undertaken to evaluate aged or aging 
developments that could become available in 12-25 years’ time for regeneration. 

This point is particularly pertinent in light of Central Government’s direction to Local Councils that “housing need 
– including for Traveller sites – does not justify the harm done to the Green Belt by inappropriate development” 
and also the recently announced proposals to accelerate planning permission for brownfield sites whereby the 
Business Secretary stated “there is no need to build on the Green Belt”. 

A considerable sum of money was spent by Woking Council on Consultants to evaluate Green Belt land for 
development suitability. This appears to be entirely premature as the funds should have been used to perform a 
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comprehensive review of all possible brownfield sites both available now and becoming available in the future. 
The lack of such an external professional study undermines the whole basis of the current proposals.  

MVS Request 1: This Society formally requests that the Council commissions a Brownfield Site review as 
described above before continuing as without the results of such analysis, the proposals to develop on 
the Green Belt are wholly unjustified. 

Peter Brett Associates Green Belt Review, Site Allocations and Sustainability Appraisal Documents 

It is the Society’s opinion that in addition to the need to develop on the Green Belt being completely unjustified, 
as described above, the Green Belt review conducted by Peter Brett Associates, which was the key input into the 
Site Allocations document along with the Sustainability Appraisal Documents, have a number of serious flaws 
that bring into question the sites recommended for development.  

There are a number of reasons the Society believes this to be the case: 

1. The Brett report is a theoretical and analytical assessment on the sites put forward and although it 
covers the key areas of assessment i.e. availability, sustainability and deliverability, there is no obvious 
reference as to where the evidence has been sourced.  Additionally, the report does not appear to cover 
all the practicalities on the impact of development in these areas. 

2. Although it appears to make analytical comparisons, the ranking or grading of each site, in terms of 
suitability to each relevant factor appears to be subjective and the final grading or ranking of sites 
therefore is, in our opinion, arbitrary. For example, the Green Belt Review identified areas of land not to 
be considered (due to a number of constraints), however it then proceeded to recommend land that 
contained these constraints (Mayford included). 

3. The report incorrectly dismissed the Green Belt Purpose “To preserve the setting and special character 
of historic towns” stating that “Woking is not considered to be a town that has a particularly strong 
historical character” – however Mayford does have a strong history and is mentioned in the Domesday 
Book. 

4. The Report does not appear to refer to any community involvement and what is sought locally. In 2009 
a Character Assessment of Mayford was undertaken which has not been taken into account in the 
report. Considering the number of proposed dwellings at just under 700, this clearly would have a very 
significant impact on the village and completely change the dynamics and balance of the existing 
village.  

5. Insufficient weight has been placed on particular factors such as the limitations of the highway network, 
areas of flood plain and status of the village with listed buildings and conservation areas.  Although any 
site would still be subject to the normal planning process which would deal with housing types, mixes, 
densities and design etc. This should have been considered in greater depth at this stage by some 
conceptual models to assess the viability of each site.   

6. Green Belt land in Mayford is fundamental to the physical separation of Woking, Mayford and Guildford 
– this was incorrectly classified only as “important” in the Green Belt Review - there is only two miles 
between the Mayford roundabout and Slyfield, which results in a high risk of coalescence between 
Woking and Guildford should Mayford develop further 

7. The report (in addition to Woking Council) states that it considers land available for development (for 
example owned by the Council or a Developer) as more “viable” for removal from the Green Belt  – the 
ownership status of land has no bearing on whether it should be removed from the Green Belt. 

8. Land North of Saunders Lane includes “Escarpments and Rising Ground of Landscape Importance” 
(1999 Local Plan Policy NE7 –referred to as CS24 in the Woking 2027 submission) and therefore 
should not be considered for development.  
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9. Areas of Mayford are recommended to be released from the Green Belt on the basis of “creating a 
defensible Green Belt boundary” – “strong” boundaries are considered to be motorways, district roads, 
railway lines, rivers, prominent physical features, protected woodlands – the proposed changes would in 
fact make a weaker boundary due to removal of the escarpment 

10. Mayford is a key area for the absorption of rainwater to alleviate flooding. Developing on the land 
proposed will increase surface water and increase flood risk to surrounding properties.  

11. The Green Belt Review recommended Mayford on the basis of the ease of access to Woking Town 
Centre, stating that it takes 7 minutes to travel from Mayford to Woking. The report acknowledged that 
this was estimated using Google Maps timings. At peak hours the actual travel time can be over half an 
hour. 

12. Mayford has a very poor road network. Roads are narrow and most are unlit at night with few pedestrian 
footpaths. Traffic is gridlocked in the Village at peak hours. This will be further adversely affected by 
traffic from 550 new homes being built on Mayford’s boundary at Willow Reach and Kingsmoor Park. 
The proposed school for Egley Road will further exacerbate this situation.  

13. Mayford has a poor public transport system with limited bus services and Worplesdon Station is 
inaccessible with unlit pedestrian footpaths leading to and away from the station. There are three single 
line bridges, two with traffic lights in the village. Those on Smarts Heath Road and Hook Hill Lane 
service the area proposed to be developed - neither could handle additional traffic. The third services 
Worplesdon Network Rail station which would notice a major increase in congestion. The costs of 
upgrading the transport system to support the increased population is not considered in a sites’ viability 
– this is a significant flaw in the viability ranking. 

14. The Council has not considered the additional traffic resulting from new developments at Kingsmoor 
Park – 300 homes, Willow Reach – 155 homes, Slyfield Industrial Estate – 1,000 homes and the 
potential re-location of Guildford Football Club on Salt Box Road – the traffic implications are unknown.                                                                                

15. The Green Belt Review recommended Mayford on the basis of proximity to a “Local Centre”, however, 
other than a Post Office and Barbers, Mayford has no supporting infrastructure in the form of shops, 
doctors, dentists, medical facilities, or schools. Residents living on any major development in the Village 
would be isolated unless they have a vehicle. 

MVS Request 2: This Society formally requests that should the brownfield site study (MVS Request 1) 
justify development in Green Belt land then a review of the Peter Brett report be performed, taking into 
account the flaws identified above. 

Increased Travellers Pitch Proposals (Site GB7) 

The Society believes the justification of Site GB7 for allocation of additional Travellers’ Pitches is flawed for the 
following reasons: 

1. The Society understands that Woking Borough Council (WBC) approached Mr Lee, owner/occupier of 
Ten Acre Farm to ask if the site was available. The site is not available and that Mr Lee has not, 
confirmed availability. With no written confirmation of availability, the site must be removed from the 
DPD. At the time of the Green Belt Review this land (Ten Acre Farm) was promoted for residential 
development but was unavailable for increased Traveller accommodation use. This has not changed 
and Mr Lee (owner/occupier) continues to seek planning approval for his own residential use.  

2. The Council is acting contrary to its own Strategic Land Accommodation Assessment 2014 (SHLAA) by 
including Ten Acre Farm as an extended Traveller site. The site should not be included in the DPD. 

3. All of Woking's Traveller sites are concentrated in one part of the Borough - Ten Acre Farm, Mayford; 
Hatchingtan, Burdenshott Road (one mile from Ten Acre Farm); and Five Acres, Brookwood Lye (three 
miles from Ten Acre Farm). Mayford already provides a major contribution towards the Traveller 
Community. There is no justification for further expansion in Mayford. 
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4. The proposal is, by definition, inappropriate development in the Green Belt contrary to Policy CS6 
(Development in the Green Belt) of the Woking Core Strategy Publication Document 2012 and Section 
9 (Protecting Green Belt Land) of the National Policy Framework. These set out limited circumstances 
where development is considered to be appropriate within the Green Belt. 

5. The private traveller site at Ten Acre Farm was granted permission for 5 caravans for one family in 1987 
(87/0282). It was never envisaged that this traveller site would be expanded outside Mr Lee’s immediate 
family. They have lived in the road for well over thirty years, and for many years, before taking up 
residence at Ten Acre Farm, lived at number 22 Smarts Heath Road. 

6. According to Woking Core Strategy 2012, Policy CS14 criteria states “The site should not have 
unacceptable adverse impacts on the visual amenity, character of the area and the local environment”. 
Policy H, paragraph 24b, of the PPFTS requires sites to ‘positively enhance the environment and 
increase its openness’. Policy CS21 states that the new development ‘should respect and make a 
positive contribution to the street scene and character of the area in which they are situated’, and Policy 
CS24 states that any development proposal should conserve and where possible enhance existing 
character. Additional pitches, will, according to the Council’s Traveller Accommodation Assessment 
(TAA) comply with the design principles set out by Government practice guidance which is currently 
‘Designing Gypsy and Traveller sites, May 2008’. These guidelines state what each ‘pitch’ must have. 
Up to twelve of these pitches each needing an amenity building, hard standings for a large trailer and 
touring caravan, and two vehicles will have unacceptable adverse impacts on the visual amenity, 
character of the area and the local environment, and certainly will not positively increase the openness 
of the area, nor the rural street scene.” This will have an adverse impact on the openness, character 
and appearance of the area, dominate the nearest settled community and reduce the amenity value 
contrary to Policies CS6 (Green Belt), CS14 (Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Show People), CS24 
(Woking’s Landscape and Townscape) of the Woking Core Strategy 2012, the Outlook, Amenity, 
Privacy and Daylight SPD. 

7. Over the years, successive planning inspectors have refused residential applications on this site 
because it would reduce the openness of a green belt area. 

8. Gypsy and Traveller sites are essentially residential and those living there are entitled to a peaceful and 
enjoyable environment. Draft Communities and Local Government guidance on site management 
proposes that working from residential pitches should be discouraged and that residents should not 
normally be allowed to work elsewhere on site (Designing Gypsy and Traveller sites 2008). Yet the DPD 
states “Potential for inclusion of an element of business use, where this would support residents living 
and working on site.” Woking Core Strategy 2012, Policy H, paragraph 24b, of the PPFTS requires sites 
to ‘positively enhance the environment and increase its openness’. Policy CS21 states that the new 
development ‘should respect and make a positive contribution to the street scene and character of the 
area in which they are situated’, and Policy CS24 states that any development proposal should 
conserve and where possible enhance existing character. The inclusion of business use would inflict a 
small-scale industrial estate with associated noise, traffic, and nuisance to residents in the road which is 
totally out of keeping with the amenity and character of the immediate area. 

9. The Council’s TAA states “the site and its immediate surrounding could be explored for its potential for 
future expansion to accommodate additional pitches”. The DPD uses the term from the GBR of 
‘intensification’ of Ten Acre Farm which is incorrect. The TTA term of ‘expansion’ is the correct term for 
the DPD proposal. As pointed out earlier, it was never envisaged that this traveller site would be 
expanded outside Mr Lee’s immediate family. The council has chosen to set aside the GBR 
recommendations, selecting the lowest priority rating of 4b when proposing to expand the existing site 
at Ten Acre Farm by up to twelve additional pitches. 

10. No independently verified evidence has been produced to demonstrate that Woking Council has 
exhausted Brownfield sites for Traveller site development in its Plan, nor as to why sites identified in the 
Council’s Green Belt Review as available and viable have not been included, whilst sites specifically 
excluded (Ten Acre Farm, Smarts Heath Road) and Five Acres (Brookwood Lye) are the only sites put 
forward. 
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11. In the GBR, Option to meet future need for pitches included WOK001 land south of Murrays Lane, West 
Byfleet – 4 pitches; and WOK006 land off New Lane, Sutton Green – 3 pitches. There are also sites 
identified adjacent to the urban area outside of the Green Belt with the capacity to deliver 15 pitches 
each combined with a mixed and balanced community: land identified to the west of West Hall, Parvis 
Road, West Byfleet (WGB004a/SHLAAWB019b) and land south of High Road, Byfleet 
(WGB006a/SHLAABY043). These options have been omitted from the DPD with no explanation other 
than “it is easier to expand existing sites in the Green Belt”, as stated publicly by a planning officer at 
the Mayford Community Engagement meeting on Monday 6 July 2015. 

12. Woking’s Core Strategy 2012, and SHLAA 2014, state that Traveller sites should have safe and 
reasonable access to schools and other local facilities. Smarts Heath Road is not currently close to 
schools and it does not have easy access to local facilities. 

13. SHLAAMSG025 Ten Acre Farm Desktop Survey indicates that… “The site has average accessibility to 
key local services (schools, GP surgeries and to Woking Town Centre). Accessibility to the nearest 
village centre by bike and foot is good/average.” In reality, Mayford has no supporting infrastructure in 
the form of shops, doctors, dentists, medical facilities, schools or employment opportunities. Due to a 
poor public transport system with infrequent and limited bus services residents living on any major 
development in the Village would be isolated unless they have a vehicle. 

14. Where a site is isolated from local facilities however, either by distance or through lack of adequate 
public transport facilities and/or is large enough to contain a diverse community of residents rather than 
one extended family, provision of a communal building is recommended (Designing Gipsy and Traveller 
sites 2008). Such a building, if located towards the front of the site as recommended, will not positively 
enhance the environment and increase its openness, respect and make a positive contribution to the 
street scene and character of the area, conserve and enhance the existing character. 

15. Any proposal that will have an adverse impact on environmentally sensitive sites that cannot be 
adequately mitigated will be refused. Ten Acre Farm has four boundaries – Smarts Heath Common, the 
Hoe Stream (with railway line behind), the B380 road, and a boundary with Number 1 Smarts Heath 
Road and adjacent nursery land. Smarts Heath Common is a SSSI (Special Sites of Scientific Interest), 
designated by Bird Life International as an “Important Bird Area”. The Hoe Stream is an SNCI (Site of 
Nature Conservation Importance), described as important in the Borough providing a valuable link and 
habitat corridor for other SNCI sites in the Hoe Valley. A Ten Acre Farm extended Traveller site would 
have an adverse impact on the two environmentally sensitive sites that form the boundary of the land. 

16. DPD states “Current or historical contaminative uses may have led to soil and groundwater 
contamination in and around this former farm that will need to be considered during any development of 
the site, dependant on detailed proposals and consultation with Environmental Health and the 
Environment Agency. Investigation will be necessary and remediation likely to be required.”. Ten Acre 
Farm is unacceptable as an expanded Traveller site being sited on contaminated land. Only where land 
has been properly decontaminated should development be considered on that land. 

17. The Council will not allocate sites or grant planning permission for additional pitches for Gypsies and 
Travellers in the functional floodplain for Flood Zone 3a (DPD). The Council’s TTA states “subject to 
overcoming any issues about flooding, the site and its immediate surrounding could be explored for its 
potential for future expansion to accommodate additional pitches”. Some 10% at the rear of the site is 
Flood Zone 3, whilst a further 15% is in Flood Zone 2. This will push the proposed site closer to the road 
frontage which will have unacceptable adverse impacts on the visual amenity, openness and character 
of the area. 

18. Any site considered for allocation must be deliverable (including affordable to its intended occupiers) so 
as to ensure that needs are met. Policy CS14 criteria states that “The site should have adequate 
infrastructure and on-site utilities to service the number of pitches proposed”. There is little in the way of 
infrastructure at Ten Acre Farm, no surface water and storm water drainage, no main sewer, a driveway 
that does not conform to present day ‘emergency vehicle’ requirements, no water hydrant, no site 
lighting, no mains gas, and it has minimal connection to water and electricity services. The site is 
adjacent to the main railway line from Waterloo station to the south and west coasts and so would 
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require significant acoustic barriers to be erected. Pitches would have to be raised clear of any flood 
risk. Similar sites have cost in excess of £125,000 per pitch to develop (Feb 2014 - Lower Bristol Road, 
Bath, 13 pitches cost £2.5 million; July 2014 - Weston-Super-Mare, 24 pitches cost over £3 million) The 
costs of preparation of Ten Acre Farm as a Traveller Site is likely to be in excess of £1.5 million. 

19. Traveller Sites should provide visual and acoustic privacy, and have characteristics which are 
sympathetic to the local environment. When selecting locations for permanent sites, consideration 
needs to be given to the relatively high density of children likely to be on the site. When considering 
sites adjacent to main roads and railway lines, careful regard must be given to the health and safety of 
children and others who will live on the site; and the greater noise transference through the walls of 
trailers and caravans than through the walls of conventional housing, and the need for design measures 
(for instance noise barriers) to abate the impact on quality of life and health (Designing Gypsy and 
Traveller sites 2008). Public usage of Smarts Heath Common means that there is no visual privacy on 
the site. The proximity of the main railway line from Waterloo to the south and west coasts means that it 
is unlikely that acoustic barriers would alleviate the noise of regular express trains. The road that 
borders the site is the B380, the approved ‘lorry’ route in the area. There is no footpath on the Ten Acre 
Farm side and so children would have to cross this road to reach a footpath. 

MVS Request 3: This Society formally requests that the identification of suitable Traveller Pitches is re-
performed removing Ten Acre Farm from the possible sites due to its lack of viability as described 
above. 

We urge you to respond to each and every one of our points mentioned above and fulfil our requests given the 
identified flaws in the process. What is currently planned will have an irreversible impact on Mayford as a Village 
and has been shown above would be completely unjustified.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Giles Forrest (Chairman)    

cc: The Rt Hon. Jonathan Lord. M.P. 
Mr Ray Morgan, Chief Executive, Woking Council 
Mr Douglas Spinks, Deputy Chief Executive, Woking Council, 
Cllr Mr Graham Cundy, Woking Council, 
Cty Cllr Mr Will Forster, Surrey County Council, 
Ward Cllr Ms Ayesha Azad, Woking Council, 
Editor, Woking News & Mail  
 
 


